ANGOLOA

Doing the Semba

Eli Basson, EVP and ID Division Manager, SuperCom
The most expensive city in the world... oh, and they speak Portuguese
Angola had solutions for passports, visas and resident cards, but they didn’t include today’s technologies like biometrics or queue saving services using shared information via the internet.
Making change a good thing

It’s not only building a nationwide project. It’s also about change management. Working as a team with our dedicated Angola colleagues we found ways to involve people, especially staff, and motivate them to embrace the change.
Diversity can be interesting

“It’s the little things that are vital. Little things make big things happen”.
American basketball player John Wooden
We gave them **Magna**

A secured operational platform with a modular and layered architecture based on a core registry that interfaces with services used for many solutions.
And we gave them biometrics and also capture their biographic identity.
We opened a government portal

An easy to access web portal providing anywhere and anytime services in a comprehensive interface with full online support.
Self-management using tailored workflows and proven procedures
We also moved payments to online

Saving time in a cost-effective anywhere and anytime monitored payments service, payments can now be made online via the cyber secure government portal.
Continually evolving technologically
New lines of communication and new jobs.
Transferring the knowledge required for self-management.
Connecting >70 embassies
Always connected, always updated to provide more efficient services.
Making people matter

Giving people the legal status they need to live their lives and contribute to society.

SuperCom
Secure Boundaries Unleashed
A more secure Angola

By sharing inter-office information and having access to international Restricted admittance lists, Magna™ intelligence enables the Angola government to control who is entering and leaving their borders.
One Platform for many needs

Future growth using the same technology and knowledge as the means for expansion into other areas
New business opportunities

Increased foreign investment, bringing new technologies, jobs and more money from taxation. Angola is also seeing an increase of visitors in their fast-developing tourism arena.
A few facts and figures

85 sites:
12 inland offices
15 border points
XXX sites
XXXXXsites

XXX servers:
XXX main servers
XX site servers

XXX stations:
XXX biometric stations
XXXXX card printing stations
XXXXX cashier stations
One group, many solutions

Leaders in eID & RFID technologies

Providing advanced identification, tracking and security solutions

HQ in Israel, offices in US, Europe and South America

PRESENCE in 100+ COUNTRIES

30,000 CUSTOMERS

NASDAQ LISTING SINCE 2005

Est. 1988
The Magna tour

1-Czech
2-Denmark
3-England
4-Iceland
5-Romania
6-Moldova
7-Ukraine
8-Ethiopia
9-Tanzania
10-Zanzibar
11-Zambia
12-Angola
13-Ecuador
14-Columbia
15-Panama
16-Georgia
17-Tennessee
18-Kentucky
19-Idaho
20-California
21-Hong Kong
22-Israel
23-Congo Brazzaville
24-Macau
Questions and answers

Eli Basson
SuperCom EVP and ΣID Division Manager

elib@supercom.com

Come and visit us at
BOOTH D14